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Surface molecular alignment by in-plane anchoring in the cell showing the
V-shaped switching
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The surface molecular alignment in a sandwich cell showing V-shaped switching has been
investigated using a photocontrolling method. The results indicate that the molecules on the rubbed
surface are aligned parallel to the rubbing direction as in an open cell with an air–liquid crystal
boundary. This alignment is due to strong in-plane anchoring, due to which the small twisted state
appears along the cell thickness through intralayer molecular interaction. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389770#
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The study of V-shaped switching@Fig. 1~a!# is one of the
major areas of current interest in the field of chiral smec
liquid crystals.1–8 The reason for interest in them lies in the
promise of realizing new types of liquid crystal displa
~LCDs!.9 Since the discovery of V-shaped switchin
random1,2 and the collective models5,6 were proposed to ex
plain its switching mechanism. Many physical propert
have been investigated which support one or both these m
els. However, the nature of the liquid crystal phase and
molecular orientation remain problems for realizin
V-shaped switching. Understanding the surface–molecule
teractions is important for analyzing the V-shaped switch
phenomenon. The liquid crystal samples including the I
mixture have a helix with a finite pitch in freestandin
films.3,4 Meanwhile, the V-shaped switching cell in which th
helix is suppressed, has an average optical axis parallel to
smectic layer normall for an applied voltage ofV50. This
has been confirmed by good extinction under crossed po
izers when one of them is alongl.3,5,6 Recently, Clarket al.
suggested the electrostatic model to explain the stabiliza
of molecules like this.7 According to their model, polariza
tion charge self-interaction becomes important with mate
having sufficiently large spontaneous polarizationP. This
makesP in the bulk align uniformly parallel to the aligning
surface (w5p/2) throughP on both surfaces heads for th
surface normal~w50 andp!. In addition, it was also sug
gested that the molecules in the entire cell thickness m
also align uniformly withw5p/2.

On the contrary, we observed the surface molecu
alignment of the Inui mixture using an open cell with a
air–liquid crystal boundary.8 In SmA phase, the smectic
layer normall deviates at an angle of;12° from the rubbing
axisr, rather similar to the behavior in a sandwich cell. Ho
ever, in SmX* phase, the directorn becomes parallel tor in
an open cell. Considering an apparent tilt angle of;35°, it is
very clear that the direction ofP on the surface is closer t
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w5p/2 than to 0 orp, contrary to Clarket al.’s early
predictions.7,8 And, the small twisted state along the ce
thickness has been investigated in the sandwich cell on
basis of this alignment. That is, the apparently uniform-li
molecular alignment is due to this small twisted state alo
the cell thickness.

Recently, we found that the strong laser beam could d
matically change not only the switching pattern but also
spatial molecular orientation in chiral tilted smectic LC sy
tems without using any photosensitive moiety. It just d
pends whether or not the aligning material has an absorp
band in the wavelength region of the laser beam. In this le
we investigate the photocontrolled spatial molecular alig
ment in a thin sandwich cell which exhibits V-shaped switc
ing.

A three-component Inui mixture~or Tokyo mixture! was
investigated.2–4,8 We used two polyimides, RN1199 an
RN1266~Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.!, as the aligning
material. They were spin coated on glass substrates with
ITO coating. For a sandwich cell, one of the two substra
was rubbed unidirectionally with a rotating roller fitted wit
a velvet cloth. The cell gap was controlled with a ball spa
of 2 mm diameter mixed with an UV curable adhesive. T

il:
FIG. 1. ~a! V-shaped switching pattern.~b! Schematic of the set up.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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switching behavior was probed using monochromatic li
from a He–Ne laser~632 nm!, with a 2 mmaperture under
crossed polarizers@Fig. 1~b!#. An Ar ion laser beam~514 nm!
with a 3 mmaperture was irradiated in the cell during th
switching process. The switching behavior was examined
SmX* phase~50 °C! under an electric field of triangula
wave form with frequency of 1 Hz@the phase sequence: A
~20–43 °C: coexistence with SmX* ! SmX* ~64 °C! SmA
~68.5 °C! Iso#.3

The two aligning materials, RN1199 and RN1266, sh
the different wavelength dependencies of transmittance g
in Fig. 2; RN1199 has transmittanceT50.64 for l
5514 nm, while RN1266 is almost transparent (T50.97) for
the same wavelength. The light absorption in the RN11
aligning material causes the switching pattern and the sp
molecular orientation to be different before and after the
radiation. Figure 3 shows the switching behavior obser
with a He–Ne laser during irradiation by an Ar ion laser. T
cell used here was coated with RN1199. Before irradiati
the initial switching pattern shows the V shape with no h
teresis. Arrow 1 in Fig. 3~a! indicates the dark level when a
applied field was turned off before and after switching. T
dark level is almost the same in both cases and shows g
extinction. However, the irradiation by the Ar laser bea
induces hysteresis in the switching pattern. The hyster
increases with increasing intensity of the laser beam an
nally saturates at laser power of about 45 mW~0.64 W/cm2!.
For each switching pattern, however, the level of the tra
mittance at the tip of the V-shaped switching is almost
same. This shows that the molecular motion itself dur
switching has not changed in spite of the emergence of h
teresis. When the laser beam is turned off, the switch
pattern reverts back to approximately its initial shape
with a little hysteresis@Fig. 3~e!#.

Meanwhile, the long-term irradiation of the laser bea
produces a different result. The laser power irradiation w
fixed at 95 mW~1.34 W/cm2!. Under this condition, the
switching pattern maintains the same hysteresis indepen
of the irradiation time@Fig. 3~d!#. However, when the lase
beam is turned off after 2 h, the larger hysteresis pers
compared to irradiation for a shorter time@Figs. 3~e! and
3~f!#. Note that the dark level@arrow 2 in Fig. 3~f!# rises
when the field is turned off.

FIG. 2. Transmission spectra for the two polyimides.
Downloaded 01 Jul 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The measurements show that the higher dark leve
Fig. 3 after the long-term irradiation is due to a change in
spatial directorn. Figure 4 shows the texture after irradiatio
with the Ar laser beam in SmX* phase~50 °C! for 2 h. Be-
fore irradiation, the averaged optical axis is almost paralle
l both inside and outside the circle. After irradiation, ho
ever, the averaged optical axis is found to be parallel tr
~inside the circle!, i.e., the molecules lie alongr. Of course,
the maximum transmittance in this region is obtained wh
the stage is rotated by an angle of 45° fromr.

Irradiation with the Ar laser beam induces dras
changes not only in the switching pattern but also in
molecular orientation in SmX* phase. However, in SmA
phase, this phenomenon is not repeated. In addition, th
radiated light directly interacts with the aligning layer, n
the liquid crystalline molecules, which is confirmed in th
cell with RN1266 being almost transparent to the irradia
laser beam~Fig. 2!. The V-shaped switching in such a ce
~Fig. 5! is independent of the irradiation of the Ar las
beam. As a consequence, the texture remains unchanged
irradiation too. Meanwhile, the modified spatial molecu
orientation seen in Fig. 4 returns to the original state throu
cooling after reheating to the isotropic phase. According
chemical damage of the aligning material by irradiation
ruled out.

The emergence of hysteresis during the irradiation by
Ar laser beam is due to an increase in the internal field (Eint)
applied to the liquid crystal layer. Before irradiation, in th
field-induced uniform state all charges due to the alignm
of P are compensated for except residual charges on b
surfaces that generate the depolarization field (Edep) in the
cell.10 This Edep seems to be strongly shielded by the irrad
tion of the laser beam. SoEint increases and hysteres
emerges. As a possible shielding mechanism ofEdep, the
neutralization of the surface charges by the expediency
charge injection from the aligning layer10 can be considered
Figure 6 shows thatELC5Eext22EPI and Eint5ELC2Edep

whereEext is an applied external field andELC and EPI are
applied to the LC and the aligning layers, respectively.

The texture~Fig. 5! with the extinction position paralle

FIG. 3. Switching pattern affected by laser irradiation~514 nm! in the cell
coated by polyimide RN1199.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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to r is caused by a decrease in the polar interaction betw
the molecules and theunrubbedsurface. In the SmA– SmX*
transition, the molecules near the rubbed surface are rot
toward r due to surface–molecule polar interactions. Ho
ever, the strong in-plane anchoring by the rubbing treatm
restrains all the molecules alongr below 2–3 °C from a
SmA– SmX* phase transition.8 On the other hand, the mol
ecules near the unrubbed surface tend to be rotated in
opposite direction with respect tol due to polar anchoring
Finally the molecules are twisted along the cell thickne
between such two different surface alignments.8 Neutraliza-
tion of the surface polarization by irradiation extreme
weakens the molecule–surface polar interaction. In this c

FIG. 4. Domain produced by irradiation by the Ar ion laser~514 nm! on a
one-side-rubbed sandwich cell with aligning polyimide RN1199. The la
power is 95 mW~1.34 W/cm2!, and the beam diameter is 3 mm. Arrows
and 2 point to the rubbing axisr and smectic layer normall.

FIG. 5. V-shaped switching pattern in the cell coated by polyimide RN12
~a! Before irradiation;~b! during irradiation;~c! after irradiation for 2 h.
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the molecular alignment near the rubbed surface is un
fected because the in-plane anchoring restrains the m
ecules. Meanwhile, the molecules near the unrubbed sur
which are set free from polar anchoring are affected by
rubbed surface through intralayer molecular interacti
Consequently all the molecules are uniformly aligned pa
lel to r.

In-plane anchoring was investigated in the ferroelec
liquid crystals~FLCs! by Panarinet al.11 The total surface
energy on a one-side-rubbed surface is given asWt5Ws

1W0 . Ws involves polar and nonpolar anchoring strengt
and W0 is the in-plane anchoring term due to the rubbi
treatment.11,12 The surface molecular alignment parallel tor
must be a result of the predominant in-plane anchoringW0 .

In summary, the light absorption of the aligning poly
mide expedites charge injection into the LC layer and cau
neutralization of the surface polarization and shielding of
depolarization field. Consequently, a large hysteresis fr
the V shape emerges during the switching and a differ
spatial molecular orientation is observed due to a chang
the surface–molecule interactions before and after the lo
term irradiation by the Ar laser beam. Photocontrolled m
lecular orientation indicates that both the sandwich and
open cell have the same molecular alignment on the rub
surface. Hence, the apparently uniform-like molecular ori
tation is due to in-plane anchoring and its real spatial str
ture is a small twisted state along the cell thickness.8
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